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Welcome To Your New, Improved, Refurbished, Overhauled, Newsletter: 
THE COMMEMORATIVE TRAIL! 

Well, here it is! Sorry this issue is late, but there was simply a load of work that had 

to be done. If you have ANY suggestions to help improve this publication, please contact 
me via Society headquarters! I am always happy to receive any information or advice from 
the membership. Our membership rolls have greatly increased since our last newsletter and 
I'm sure this will translate to more input from our readers. By the way, since we are 
already flirting with the subject. 

I'm Ray Mercer, your Keyboard Commander and Editor! 

I would really like to thank all you people for the support you have given to our 
Society! Since the last newsletter, we have been swamped with donations, articles, 

letters to the editor, and encouraging comments. It's nice to know you are really 

interested in keeping this newsletter (not to mention our Society!) alive and kicking! 
Remember, I'm searching for YOUR input to add to this periodical and I'm counting on you 

not to be shy with your comments or opinions. This happily leads us to. 

<<<<< The Letters To The Editor Department! >>>>> 

Wow! You certainly took ample note of my plea for letters as I have received a fist full 
of engrossing correspondence! Thanks for caring about your Society! I would like to 
discover any comments you may have on our fellow member's insights, so carefully consider 
their thoughts and have fun reading their correspondence. Here's the first one. 

Dear Members. 

Several weeks ago, I made a trip to the Booker T. Washington birthplace in Franklin 
County, Virginia. It is about 40 miles from my home in Greensboro, North Carolina. As 
most of us know, funds from the sale of the Booker T. Washington Commemorative Half 
Dollars were used to purchase, construct and maintain buildings including the original 
log cabins shown on the reverse of the coin. In 1955 the Booker T. Washington Commission 
sold the property to the State of Virginia to pay off approximately $140,000 in overdue 
bills. The property was then presented to the Federal Government and is now operated by 



the United States National Park Service. 

The Park Service maintains a museum on the site. I asked to see the Booker T. Washington 

Coins and any memorabilia they may have. I was shocked to find they had only one AU Coin 
and no holders or paperwork relating to the coin sale. 

All of our United States Commemorative coins were issued to satisfy local pride, help 
defray costs of local celebrations or maintain historical sites. The pride and 
celebrations have long since passed, but to my knowledge five historical sites remain 
today — Boone, Elgin, Spanish Trail, Stone Mountain and Booker T. Washington Memorials. 

As members of the Society For United States Commemorative Coins, we have promoted 
collecting and appreciation of Commemorative Coins in many ways. My trip to the Booker T. 
Washington Memorial made me think that we may have overlooked another way to introduce 
people to the beauty, history and rarity of these coins. In the case of the Booker T. 
Washington Memorial, and the other four sites, thousands of people visit it each year. 
What an opportunity it would be to introduce them to commemorative coins. 

I would like to see the society donate to the Booker T. Memorial a nice set of 1946 coins 
(possibly with original holders). This could be done for a very low cost. Not only would 
these be on display for years to come, but we could get some publicity from coin trade 

publications. 

Our members could follow up on the other historical sites and determine if there may be a 

similar need. 

Please let me know if the society feels there is merit to my suggestion. 

Robert L. Cassidy, North Carolina. 

Editor's Reply. 

1 think Mr. Cassidy's idea is not only thoughtful and valid, but captures the true spirit 

of why we founded our Society in the first place! I personally think we should act on his 
request in a positive manner and I would like to discover your thoughts on this subject. 
After we hear from YOU, the membership, we’ll nudge our officers into action! Frankly, I 
really appreciate this concept and it’s inspiring to see how one "Letter To The Editor 

can make a difference! Let's go onto the next letter. 

Dear Editor 

It has taken a lot of courage for me to sit down at my typewriter to write this letter, 
said to myself "who are you to express your inner thoughts to the Commemorative Society. 
You have only been in numismatics for a little over two years. What could you possib y 
know?" As I started to reflect, I realized I knew quite a bit, and I would like to share 

my world of numismatics with the Society. 

When I started two years ago, God was good to me. He was looking over my shoulder. Three 
of the first dealers that I met were interested in sharing their knowledge. Looking back 
I consider this a miracle. Can you imagine the thousands of people out there that are 
now out of numismatics, because they never met the right people to begin with. Our hob y 
would be bigger, stronger, and possibly richer if we still had that army of lost people 

chat never had the chance to enjoy and maybe prosper in 

numismatics. 

the wonderful world of 

My three dealer/advisors would say to me, "Have fun, learn as much as you can, become 
knowledgeable, do not be afraid to ask questions, show my coins to others... get their 
opinions, do not be afraid to return a coin... but above all learn, learn, learn, learn, 
and learn more, and only YOU should make the final decision." I should have realized 
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immediately that this is the best advice anybody could receive. I’m sorry it took me two 
years to learn it. 

I now say to you.... seek advice and as far as I’m concerned, I don’t care how much you 
think you know.... You better have a few people that you have confidence in and you 
better not second guess them. Most important, I feel that regardless of how much 
knowledge and experience you can or think you have, learn a little humility. Get all the 
experience you can and then find yourself one, two, three or a group of advisors. 
people that you can trust all the time, people that you knew will always give you a fair 
shake, people who you know are honest today, tomorrow, and always. 

Most of us that are members of the Society are very fortunate. We have some great men who 
are sincerely interested in teaching us and sharing with us their knowledge at no cost. 
Where do you find a deal like this? 

We should all be very grateful to our Commemorative Society. Let us all have some 
fun. Let us all learn.... Let us all be lucky and hope we will end up with great 
coins... regardless of whether you are interested in circulated or uncirculated coins. 

Bob Colby, New York. 

Editor's Reply. 

Bob, thanks for sharing the good advice! I am happy you overcame your reluctance to 

express your thoughts on numismatics and I would like to take this opportunity to remind 
the rest of our readers NOT TO BE SHY! Remember, this is YOUR Society and we want to hear 
from everyone! This brings us to another letter. 

To Ray Mercer. 

Great job on the Society’s recent newsletter. I really enjoyed reading it. 

Ray, I haven't been a long time coin collector, but fell into commemoratives after 
completing a nice U.S. Type Set. I just couldn't face looking at 60 or so Washington 
Quarters or numerous Morgan Dollars with their subtle date and mint differences. My 
commemorative collection - so far - about twenty coins, is made up of XF's to MS-60’s+++. 
(Yes, my recent Washington Half is a proof). I’m not looking to increase my wealth via 
coin collecting. My current goal is to complete my Dansco Commemorative Type Book. Yes, 
I've been burnt by mail order - seems like the larger the ad, the hotter the flame. 

If possible in your next newsletter could you mention a few good books available - other 

than the Red Book - on U.S. Commemoratives? 

Lawrence Karp, Florida. 

Editor's Reply. 

First of all Larry, thanks for your kind comments regarding the newsletter, I’m pleased 
to know you like your publication! As far as staring at 60 Washington Quarters until two 
o’clock in the morning goes, 1 don’t blame you one bit! Frankly, I also find this 
concept to be less than thrilling! After about an hour, I could imagine myself struggling 
to hold back a scream of boredom. 

I detect you are having fun collecting commemoratives and I am happy to learn you have 

discovered enjoyment doesn’t necessarily limit itself to grades of MS-65 and above. Keep 

up the good work! 

Although some people may frown upon your proverb, "the larger the ad, the hotter the 
flame," I think its satirical thrust is a hoot! Just remember not everybody brandishing a 
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lull page ad deserves to be in handcuffs and you'll be okay. 

i tallowing is a list of books and references for your consideration: 

1. "An Illustrated History Of U.S. Commemorative Coinage" by Don Taxay. 

"United States Commemorative Coinage" by Arlie R. Slabaugh 

d. "Encyclopedia Of U.S. Silver and Gold Commemorative Coins 1892-1954" by Anthony 
Swiatek and Walter Breen. 

A. A Comprehensive Guide To United States Commemorative Coins" by James S. Iacovo. 

5. "U.S. Commemoratives: Investment Coins For The Eighties" a 68 page report by Jim 
Iacovo and Ray Mercer. 

The quest for knowledge is a noble and wise undertaking! In our last newsletter, I asked 

for your opinions in regards to our Society's awareness of the commercial marketplace. 

Here's a letter on the subject. 

Dear Editor. 

I found your last (and first) Newsletter very interesting and felt obligated to comment 

on a few statements made. I, like many other members and all of the officers, am a coin 

dealer and also ardent coin collector. I am also active in several clubs and watched the 

decline and fall of many other clubs. 

You may find my last statement strange, but it does lead into my thoughts about your 

feeling that the club should address both the numismatic and investment aspects of 

commemorative coin collecting. All too often people join clubs to make a "fast buck" in 

the coin market and the clubs tend to cater to them. One down turn and the investor is 

gone, but the club still tends to continue catering to that missing segment of the club. 

Soon the collector members also drop out because they have only have one coin of each 

date, variety etc. and do not plan to sell it anyway. The investors come and go, but the 
collector stays as long as the club provides information and services for him. 

I know that we can never divorce prices from coins, but I do believe that the club should 

be primarily concerned with history, strike and characteristics of the various 

commemorative coins and leave the price touting to our dealer ads and the newsletters 

devoted to that aspect of the coin market. Our club Newsletter should be worth saving for 

future reference because it contains information not readily available elsewhere and not 

obsolete when it arrives as it would be with investment information. 

Austin Ryer, Jr. 

Editor's Reply. 

Although I enjoyed digesting your optimistical outlook, please allow me to clarify a 

couple ol important points. First of all, I never wrote "the club should address both the 

numismatic and investment aspects of commemorative coin collecting." However, I did 

write the following: 

"Frankly, my private opinion on this timely topic is I am in total agreement with BOTH 

viewpoints. The commercial outlook of Commemorative Coins is extremely pertinent to the 

membership and to the growth of the Society. If the Commemorative Series is actively 

promoted, many new collectors/investors will be abruptly introduced into this area of the 

market and I personally believe they will be ill-advised for the task." 

I then went on to state. 
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"Our job, as a learning organization, will be to help educate these newcomers, along with 

ourselves, about the complexities of this series. This will include providing valid data 
on the history, grading, varieties, rarity rankings, and commercial environment of 
collecting Commemorative Coins." 

I was referring to the "commercial outlook" and "commercial environment" of 
commemoratives, not the investment aspects so widely touted by competitive newsletters. 

The point I was attempting to make was I believe we should not ignore the fact people 
like David Hall, Anthony Swiatek, Jim Iacovo, Mike Fuljenz, myself, and many others are 
actively promoting and writing about the subject of commemorative coins as this is going 
to deliver many people into the Commemorative marketplace. This is what I meant when I 
wrote about the "commercial outlook." It is my humble opinion our Society harbors the 
potential ability of turning numerous "pure investors" into "commemorative lovers" by 
providing them with valid information on the series. After all, a multitude of today's 
staunch collectors originally got their start in numismatics as curious investors. 

The "commercial environment" I made reference to is the marketplace itself: coin shows, 
trade papers, teletypes, auctions, mail order, and yes, even the local coin shop! 

Personally, I feel people should be made aware the "commercial environment" is such that 
you can't buy a "Gem, MS-65, Monroe" for $100. We have to accept the responsibility of 
revealing the true dollar value of coins if we wish to prevent the novice from purchasing 
false bargains. 

People, who are unaware of the real marketplace, will quite often spend a considerable 
amount of money on what they believe is sound merchandise only to discover they have made 
a rather expensive mistake. In turn, they become disillusioned with the entire commercial 
environment and leave numismatics forever. This problem is certainly not limited to 
investors as I have also encountered many collectors who abandoned numismatics for this 
reason. 

If we are to be a viable organization, we must be willing to help ANYONE, (regardless if 

they consider themselves to be a collector, investor, or dealer), on the subject of 
Commemorative Coins. 

However, I agree 100% with your feelings about not turning this newsletter into a tout 
sheet. This literary betrayal would quickly destroy our newsletter's function as a 
learning publication. After carefully perusing this and our last newsletter, I couldn't 
find any articles devoted to "touting" commemoratives, so I guess we are still safe from 
destruction. Here's another letter about a timely topic. 

Dear Editor. 

Enclosed is my check to cover my membership dues for the following year. I have also 

included a check as a small donation to help pay for membership and newsletter expansion. 

I think the dues are well worth the information received in exchange. 

One thing I would like to see in the next newsletter is a list of dealers who specialize 
or whose main business is in U.S. Commemoratives. Having a list of dealers to whom I 

could write to would be extremely helpful. Looking forward to the next newsletter and 

more interesting information. 

Dale Rever, Michigan. 

Editor's Reply. 

First of all, let me extend a hearty "thank you" for your dues and kind donation! I m 

glad you're pleased with the information contained in our newsletter. 
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Although I tully realize you would find a list of "Commemorative Dealers" helpful, I 

reaLly ^°n't think the Society should promote specific retail sales of coins to the 

membership. As Mr. Ryer thoughtfully pointed out in his correspondence, all the officers 

members are professional dealers and I would hate to see any problems 
arise from this fact ol life. However, I do not run this Society, so I think we should 

leave the question up to the membership. Let me know your feelings on this subject! 

Of course, as we wait for our organizational gears to clank away, this does little to 

u'L P M‘r • Rever, so I will offer some advice. Seek out dealers, mail order, show, or 

local, who are willing to take the time to help you understand your purchases. Frankly, I 

suggest you review the letter from Bob Colby as it offers you some sound advice on this 

subject. Since we are on the subject of dealers sharing their knowledge, here’s an 
another interesting letter. 

Dear Ray. 

Thought you and the other members of the Society might be interested in knowing that in 

the last few days I have received packages containing counterfeit Spanish Trail, Pan-Pac, 

and Missouri. These appear to be a type new to the market and are not at all like the 

ones ANACS has publicized. They're all very prooflike, slightly chrome-like, softly 

struck, and virtually free of any marks such as rim nicks, bag marks, track marks, or 

scuffs. I showed the pieces to 9 or 10 people, from collectors to knowledgeable dealers, 

reactions were split with 50% recognizing them as "N.G." right off the bat and the other 

50% thinking them to be very high quality. 

Bob Walter, Connecticut. 

Editor's Reply. 

Thanks for the info Bob! Unfortunately, the minions of Greed are still busy at work 

turning out bogus examples of our Commemorative Coins! By the way, forget that $5,000 I 

offered you for the Pan-Pac! Don’t worry folks, I was just kidding! 

Seriously, "new" counterfeits can pose quite a problem. Although ANACS performs an 

excellent service by publishing the die characteristics of these coins, I must insist the 

real key to avoiding bogus examples is not to attempt to memorize what the counterfeits 

look like, but to skillfully familiarize oneself with the characteristics of the genuine 
coins. 

Unfortunately, too many people endeavor to authenticate a coin by checking to see if it 

possesses the diagnostics of a known counterfeit (i.e. a small die chip the size of an 

atom located 2.3 mm from the 67th denticle on the obverse of the coin!). After fourteen 

years of dealing with Commemoratives, I still believe it is more important to be 

cognizant of what a "real" coin looks like than to be solely aware of the diagnostics of 

"well known" bogus coins. By utilizing this method, you aren’t apt to get hammered with a 
newly released counterfeit. Here’s another letter. 

Dear Editor. 

I would at this time like to make a suggestion for your quarterly newsletter. Since the 

Society is to enrich the knowledge and broaden the Commemorative collector base, why 

don't you solicit each member in the next bulletin to submit coins? This would include 

lommemoratives that they have to offer for sale and also to include want lists. This 

would indeed add tremendously to the value of the newsletter. 

Lets go one better and include a buy/trade section. This could include a listing of the 

coin, its grade and our asking price. We could also have a wanted to buy section listing 

the coin, its grade and what we are willing to pay. I would really like to see you get 

this off the ground and see it blossom as the years go by. I believe you will get a great 



response from all members for this idea. 

Albert G. Fuldauer, Indiana. 

Editor's Reply. 

I would like to take this opportunity to thank Mr. Fuldauer for sharing his thoughts and 

to remind all our members once again that I am merely your Editor. I do not run our 
Society, YOU do! The choice of including commercial features in this publication is 
strictly your decision. With this in mind, I would like to know your feelings on this 
important subject. 

In his request, I assume Mr. Fuldauer is referring to non-dealers offering their coins 
for sale to our membership. Although I can certainly appreciate his valid enthusiasm, I 
would feel guilty if I didn't stress the gravity involved in including this method of 
sale in our newsletter. As we all know, many transactions conducted with "professional" 
dealers can at times be haunted by sharp differences of opinion in respect to a coin's 

grade, price, and authenticity. Due to the nature of the coin business, this has become 
an inescapable fact of numismatic life. I'm sure all of you, dealers and collectors 
alike, have had an occasional problem over differences of opinion when buying or selling 
a coin. 

It is my humble opinion that we should carefully reflect on the ramifications involved in 
encouraging our membership to take on the responsibilities of a professional coin dealer. 
Believe me when I state: it is no easy task! Clashes in regards to a coin's grade and 
price can sometimes readily lead to hurt feelings. Add to this the possibility of a 
slight lack of knowledge on the part of a novice buyer and/or seller, and I think you 
will recognize the potential hazards which could stem from this service. 

Of course, the decision is yours! This is why I constantly harp on you to let your ideas 
be known. This is your newsletter and we all need your input to keep this Society 
rolling. 

That's about it for the Letters To The Editor Department!.... 

If these letters have sparked any ideas or comments on your part, please feel free to 
contact me via Society headquarters. Personally, I think this department is essential for 
keeping a diverse line of communication open in our national organization. 

However, I will not publish any letters that are posted to me anonymously. If I appear a 
little stern with this rule, I apologize, but I consider total anonymity as a potentially 
hazardous state of affairs. One thing can sometimes easily lead to another and I would 
hate to see our members wearing masks at our next meeting. 

««< General Announcements Department! »>>> 

A Get Well Message For Don Carmody. 

I'm sure you’ll all want to join me in wishing Don a speedy recovery from a recent heart 

attack. For those of you who would like to post Don a card or note, his address is: Don 

Carmody, P.0. Box 302, Huntington Beach, CA, 92648. 

Membership Breaks The 400 Barrier!. 

As of this printing, we now have 437 members! Due to the recent exposure our Society has 
gained through press releases in COIN WORLD and NUMISMATIC NEWS, I suspect our membership 
roster will continue to experience its impressive growth! However, we should not forget 
to thank Helen & Don Carmody who still remain the top recruiters for our cause! 
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We have also placed a lull page ad in the January 1985 issue of the FUN Convention 

urging enthusiastic parties to join our organization and I think this 

should bring in quite a few new troops! Other ads are in the works and I 
will intorm you of their nature as soon as they are firmed up. 

Have You Paid Your Dues?. 

Helen has informed me we still have some stragglers out there! PLEASE send us your dues 

or we will be forced to banish you from our membership list. This means no newsletter, 

no meetings, and no fun. Don't miss out on what we have to offer, mail your delinquent 

dues in today! This is the FINAL newsletter for those of you who have not paid your 
$12.50! 

Donations!. 

1 would like to utilize this opportunity to thank all of you who answered my last "Call 

To Glory" by responding with your donations to our Society! I guess you people really 

care about your Society as we received a diverse amount of checks ranging anywhere from 

$5 all the way up to $100! This money will be prudently spent on the expansion of our 

newsletter and the promotion of our Society! If you would like to make a donation, 

please post your check to Society Headquarters. Of course, this generous act is STRICTLY 
UP TO YOU and is humbly presented on a volunteer basis! 

Don't Forget To Send Us Your Articles. 

Along with your "Letters To The Editor," I am also actively soliciting articles for 

publication in our COMMEMORATIVE TRAIL. A couple of people answered my last request with 

their articles and they have been reproduced in this issue! I hope to hear from more of 
you on this subject! 

Do We Really Need To Have Advertising In Our Journal?. 

Another idea has been called to my attention suggesting we accept dealer advertising in 

our COMMEMORATIVE TRAIL. I assume this would constitute some form of "display" and/or 
"classified" ads. Frankly, I am dead against this idea as I think we should retain our 

newsletter's scholarly flair. Although this suggestion was based upon the concept of 

raising additional revenue, I think we can depend upon the membership to supply all our 

needed funds through dues and donations. 

Personally, I would not be too enthralled with my current role as your Editor if our 

newsletter sported commercial advertising. I feel we should keep our COMMEMORATIVE TRAIL 

a "club newsletter," and not turn it into just another "trade publication." Of course, 

the rejection or acceptance of this idea ultimately depends on YOU, the membership, so 

please let me know your feelings on this important topic! 

Mike Fuljenz Strikes Again!. 

Your Vice President, Mike Fuljenz, has come out with an informative booklet entitled, 
U.S. COMMEMORATIVE COINS AS VIEWED BY THE EXPERTS. Mike was kind enough to post me a 

complimentary, autographed copy and I thoroughly enjoyed reading his latest collection of 

commemorative insights! 

This booklet is a revised compilation of a series of columns printed in NUMISMATIC NEWS 

in 1983-1984. Those of you who would like a complimentary copy, please mail your request, 

along with a couple 20 cent stamps, to Society Headquarters and we will forward this 

booklet onto you. 

Mike, once again, thanks for you thoughtfulness! My only criticism is you should remember 

to straighten your tie before they shoot your next publicity photograph. 



We Have Joined FUN! 

Our Society is now an official club member of FUN and I'm sure we are all looking forward 

to our next meeting at their Convention in January!. 

Our Next Society Meeting Will Be On January 6th, 1985 

Time: 9:00 AM Place: The Sun & Surf Room at the Sheraton Twin Towers 

If you have never attended a Society Meeting, you simply don't know what you are missing! 

If you live in the area or plan on attending the FUN Convention, why not stop by and meet 

some of your fellow members? Meetings are sociable and informative, so plan on attending 
this important event! 

A Commemorative "Round Table" Scheduled For The FUN Convention!.... 

Date: January 6th, 1985 Place: Duval Room - Sheraton Twin Towers 
Time: 1:30PM 

Jim Iacovo is holding a "Round Table" in conjunction with the FUN Convention which should 

prove to be a fun and informative event. This informal discussion features Jim as the 

"moderator" with panel members: Mike Fuljenz, Don Carmody, Gene Neel, Frank DuVall, 

Charles Anastasio, and yours truly, Ray Mercer. A good time will be had by all, so please 

plan to attend! 

«<« Articles From The Membership Department! »»> 

The following is a series of articles submitted by our membership. The first one I wrote 

back in December of 1983 for THE NUMISMATIC INVESTMENT JOURNAL and it relates to the 

subject of grading. Jim Iacovo was kind enough to allow its reprint in our newsletter and 

I hope you all enjoy it!. 

WHAT MAKES A COIN MS-65? 

by Ray Mercer 

One of the aspects I like the most about our coin marketplace is the "grading" of coins. 

I am always fascinated with the various grading standards people utilize when purchasing 

coins. Everyone possesses their own personal set of rules and regulations. 

What are the fine points to look for when searching out MS-65 examples? What aspects of a 

coin make or break the "MS-65" standard? 

Let's look at some different types of graders and study their particular grading 

"priorities:" 

****** the MARK MAN ****** 

This form of collector has an obsession with marks. He is constantly haunted by a 

nightmare in which he is tricked into purchasing a coin that displays the scars of time. 

His dreams are filled with dreadful visions of bag marks, track marks, slide marks, 

dings, dents, pops, cracks, bangs, and pits. 

Not unlike how a citizen of Transylvania views a cross, the Mark Man will arm himself 

with a magnifying glass to ward off unwanted evil. He will carefully inspect every 

potential coin through the portal of a lOx loop. 

I have encountered Mark Men who have become so paranoid about marks they totally 

disregard all other aspects of a coin. These people can be recognized by their large, 
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stainless steel lOx - 15x - 20x combination loops. They will meticulously scan the 

a coin, patiently waiting to uncover the slightest eruption on a coin's 

surtace. Nothing means very much to them except the absence of bag marks. 

Ihe Mark Man often falls prey to coins that have had their marks removed via a mechanical 

process or natural circulation. This is because they seldom bother to consider a coin's 
luster. Many times they will also overlook an extremely poor strike on a piece if it is 

void of marks. They haven't learned you can't grade solely by looking through a lOx 
loop. 

****** JOHNNY LUSTER CLUB ****** 

Members of the Johnny Luster Club will only buy coins displaying a high state of 

pulsating luster. Their coins must be brilliant and very shiny. A full "cartwheel effect" 
is a must. 

Unlike Mark Men, members of the Johnny Luster Club seldom use a glass. They visually skim 

over the surfaces of a coin. They prefer to hold the coin at a safe distance, slowly 
rotate it, and bask in it's radiance. 

A Johnny Luster fan does not like toning. He will systematically reject anything that 

interferes with a coin's luster. Spots, hints of toning, and heavy toning are definite 
no-no's. 

Quite often members of this club, who are not familiar with what real luster looks like, 

will fall victim to cleaned or buffed coins. Jewel luster was invented to please these 
people. 

Many times they will buy a coin with exceptional mint luster, but the piece will appear 

to have taken several trips in a Mixmaster and is peppered with detracting marks. 

****** THE PROOF-LIKE BRIGADE ****** 

Soldiers of this brigade are only interested in coins that display a proof-like field, 
period. Nothing else exists. 

****** THE ANACS SECRET DECODER SOCIETY ****** 

A true follower of this cult does not buy coins to please himself, he attempts to 

purchase coins that will please ANACS. It is almost like a form of mysticism. 

Society members have a tendency not to trust their own judgement in grading coins. They 

have no definite ideas about strike, luster, or marks. Many of them also have a distinct 

lack of desire to learn how to grade on their own. 

If they locate a coin they think might please ANACS, they will purchase it only under the 

condition that it be approved by ANACS. All other opinions are invalid. 

The secret decoding aspect of this process is quite interesting. People will spend 

thousands of dollars on a coin, ship it to ANACS, and wait. Once it arrives at ANACS, a 

group of people will grade it, and return the coin with their "opinion." 

A fanatic of THE ANACS SECRET DECODER SOCIETY usually knows little to nothing about the 

people who are grading his coins. He is not aware of how they have arrived at their 

judgement on his particular coin. He usually has no real idea of why they accepted or 

rejected his coin's MS-65 status. 

A true believer of this grading procedure must have an almost religious faith in the 

unknown. He consents, without question, to a "higher form" of unseen mortals who pass 



judgement on his intentions. He must learn to accept what he is told to like. To support 

with his pocketbook what is written on an "opinion card." 

A member ol THE ANACS SECRET DECODER SOCIETY many times forgets three major concepts: 

1. Learn to grade on your own! This is the most important concept of numismatics. You 

are the one responsible for your money. 

2. ANACS does not buy or sell coins, they only render "opinions." When it comes time to 

sell, dealers will be more interested in seeing your coins than your ANACS papers. 

3. You should purchase coins that appeal to you! It is the best way to get your full 
enjoyment out of numismatics. 

****** THE STRIKE HAWKS ****** 

Strike Hawks harbor a firm belief in split bands, full bells, full heads, full steps, 

separated thumbs, and other forms of the ULTIMATE STRIKE. Like the Mark Man, the Strike 

Hawk will always be accompanied by at least a lOx loop. 

Many of this following carry the importance of a coin’s strike to the extreme. I can 

remember one fellow inspecting the windows of Independence Hall on my $2.50 Sesqui. He 

must have scanned the coin for a good twenty minutes before he decided one of the 

casements were too weak for his liking. 

After he placed the coin down on my showcase, I noticed it took him a considerable amount 

of time to refocus his eyes. As he lurched away from my table, I felt a twinge of guilt 

for helping to contribute to his inevitable blindness. 

All too often, Strike Hawks will purchase coins for 2 mm of its entire surface. They 

neglect the other aspects of a coin and miss the total picture. They make the mistake of 

assuming if a coin is totally struck up it has to be a 100% quality coin. There is more 

to life than just full steps. 

****** the COLOR GUARD ****** 

Some members of the Color Guard will buy anything as long as it is toned. They feel a 

toned coin is an inspiration of total originality and is the only coin to buy. 

Sometimes blind believers in toning will lower their standards for strike and marks as 

long as the piece displays iridescent color. This fact has captured the attention of some 

unscrupulous dealers and has resulted in many artificially toned specimens. Inexperienced 

members of the Color Guard will often be fooled by these coins. 

Natural toning is certainly the trademark of originality, but it isn't the only point to 

consider. Strike and marks are also important factors to any coin. Color can make a coin 

breathtaking, but it isn't the only factor to consider. 

WHAT DOES THIS TEACH US?. 

Now that we have discussed various types of graders, what is the "correct' way to grade? 

My ego has not expanded to the point were I am going to inform you I have all the 

answers. However, my experience has instructed me some people learn to grade quickly, 

some slowly, while others never learn at all. I can only offer some advice to help you 

understand the entire concept of grading. 

First of all, it is important to realize a coin's grade and value is determined by more 
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than just one factor. It is a composite of four key steps in grading. 

1. LUSTER 

2. STRIKE 

3. MARKS 

4. TONING 

ALL 1HESE POINTS MUST BE CONSIDERED WHEN GRADING A COIN. Just taking one or two of these 

key areas into the equation will not give you the correct answer. You must also remember 
not to take these factors to an unreasonable extreme. 

Let's go over them one by one: 

1. LUSTER 

You can disregard 80% of the bogus "gems" on today's marketplace if you acquire the 

ability to recognize true mint luster. Real mint luster is a product of the minting 

process. It comes from "within" the coin. It is the product of the flow of the 

planchet metal as it is forced into the recesses of the die by tremendous striking 

pressure. True mint luster is accented by highlights, a contrast between the fields 
and devices. 

Coins that have been cleaned lack true highlights. Their "luster" is only 

superficial. The metal on top of the coin has been polished to produce a flat shine 
lacking in body and contrast. 

Here are some important points to luster: 

a. The luster should be taken into consideration FOR THE ISSUE. All coins do not 

exhibit the same degree of luster. Example: Incredible luster on a Missouri is 

very unusual, but not unusual on a Norfolk. 

b. There are different types of luster. Luster can be brilliant, frosty, or satin. 

One is not "better" than the other and some are typical of certain issues. 

Example: Elgins tend to have a satin luster, Yorks tend to be brilliant. 

2. STRIKE 

A good strike is an important factor in determining grade. Just remember to discover 

what a "full" strike should actually be. Many times people are looking for coins to 

have detail that was never there in the first place. Remember to find out what the 

strike should be for the issue. The strike on a Lincoln is customarily sharp, while 

the strike on a Hudson normally projects "soft" high points. 

3. MARKS 

Almost every coin (other than some proof issues) will have at least a few marks. What 

is important is where they are on the coin. As long as they are not detracting, a few 

marks do not destroy a coin's quality status. Detracting marks are on the focal 

point of a coin. 

Needless to say, excessive marks hurt a coin's grade and eye appeal, but you are 

UNREASONABLE if you expect MS-65 - MS-67 coins to be COMPLETELY VOID OF ANY MARKS. 

4. TONING 
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Toning on a coin can greatly enhance or detract from its value. However, some toning 

does not affect a coin's value at all! 

Bold, iridescent toning with rainbow hues adds a tremendous amount of eye appeal and 

originality to a coin's grade. When pieces possess breathtaking color, toning must be 

considered as an important factor in determining their grade. 

On the other hand, if a piece has dark, dead toning, this will detract from the 

coin's grade. Extremely heavy, non-iridescent toning usually is a good indicator that 

a coin's surface is very porous. Examples toned this way lack eye appeal. 

When specimens have very light or just hints of toning, the toning is not considered 

an important factor in deciding on the coin's grade. Since it does not add or 

detract, the example's Luster, Strike, and Marks become the important grading 

points. 

A GRADING SYSTEM TO HELP YOU WITH THE ENTIRE CONCEPT - 

NOT JUST ONE LIMITED AREA!. 

I have formulated an easy grading system to help the collector/investor grasp the concept 

of grading. It is designed to remind the coin buyer that a coin's grade is made up of 

three or four basic grading points, not just one. 

My system was not created to replace ANACS or the quantitative (MS-60, MS-63, MS-65, 

etc.) system. It was constructed to help the collector/investor to learn how to grade on 

his own by understanding the CONCEPT of grading. It shows you HOW the coins are graded. 

To cut down on confusion, it lets you take each grading factor separately, step by step. 

I constructed this system to help the novice collector/investor understand the CONCEPT of 

grading. By considering the key factors of grading (Strike, Marks, Luster, Toning), a 

coin novice will hopefully begin to realize a coin's grade is composed from more than 

just one or two perceptions. 

As you know, some people are only concerned with a coin exhibiting no marks. Others are 

primarily interested in a coin's strike. By using the RM 30/40 system a grader is led 

into considering ALL of a coin's key grading factors. By using this method, a novice 

might learn WHY a coin makes (or breaks) an "MS-65" standard instead of blindly accepting 

the traditional grading code. 

However, I only meant the simple mathematical formula (30/40) to be a learning tool. 

Ideally, the novice should only "add the numbers up" while he is first learning to grade. 

My "numerical system" by itself is meaningless, the real key to this grading system is 

the amateur has an opportunity to discover HOW a coin's grade is derived. 

Frankly, the current terms, MS-60, MS-63, MS-63+, MS-63/65, MS-65, MS-67, are also quite 

meaningless and useless to most BEGINNERS. It tells them nothing except a seller's 

interpretation of grade and value. To merely state a coin is "MS-65" is as futile for the 

novice as informing him a coin's RM 30/40 average is "9.00." 

Like most professionals, upon grading a coin, I do not "add up" any numbers. However, I 

do inspect a coin's strike, luster, marks, and toning. After making these considerations, 

I then express my findings to others by placing an "MS" label on the coin along with my 

VALUE. 

Hence, while you may find it helpful to initially rate each grading factor on a 1 to 10 

basis, hopefully you will eventually be able to "cast the numbers aside" and just 

consider the grading factors by their own merits. You should be able to grade a coin by 

inspecting the harmony of its luster, strike, marks, and toning. If you don't understand 
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the these factors, "MS-65" or "9.00" labels are totally useless. 

************* ^HE rm 3U/40 SYSTEM ************* 

Each factor is broken down with its own 10 point system. After rating each individual 

10 basis, the total is added together and an average is taken. If the 
average is 9.00 - 9.50 the coin should be an "MS-65." 

Let's try it out, I will describe some coins and we can grade them. 

I have a York half dollar in my hand. I will describe the four key factors step by step. 

1. LUSTER 

This coin has excellent frosty luster typical of many Yorks. It's brilliant and 

highlighted. I can't expect any better luster for the issue, so I will give this coin 
a "10" for luster. 

2. STRIKE 

York halves are usually well struck and this piece is no exception. The detail on the 

fort is sharp and I can't see any weak points on the coin. I will also rate this coin 
a "10" for strike. 

3. MARKS 

There are some small bag marks on the shield, but they aren't very large and 

certainly not detracting. However, they are there, so I will give a rating of "8" for 
marks. 

4. TONING 

This coin only has the slightest hint of gold toning on the obverse, so I will not 

consider toning as a grading factor. 

Let's see how this piece measures up to the RM 30/40 system! 

LUSTER + STRIKE + MARKS + TONING = TOTAL DIVIDED BY = AVERAGE 

10 10 8 NA 28 3 9.33 

With a 9.33 average, the coin makes our grading standard (9.00 - 9.50) for MS-65, but 

more importantly YOU have studied ALL the aspects of grading the coin. You know WHY the 

coin makes the MS-65 standard. If we were just interested in MARKS, we might have passed 

up this MS-65 coin. 

Let's try a different York. 

1. LUSTER 

This coin's luster is a little washed out. I think this piece may have been dipped 

enough times to affect its visual appearance. It hasn't been cleaned, but I will 

still rate the coin a "6." 

2. STRIKE 

This coin's strike is sharp and just as good as the previous example. Nothing wrong 

here, so I will give it a "10" rating. 
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3. MARKS 

This coin has some minor marks on both the obyerse and reverse, so I will give it "7" 
rating. 

4. TONING 

Since the coin isn't toned, we will not consider this factor. 

LUSTER + STRIKE + MARKS + TONING = TOTAL DIVIDED BY = AVERAGE 

6 10 7 NA 23 3 7.66 

This coin has an average of 7.66 and it does not stand up to our MS-65 standard. More 

importantly, we know the LUSTER, and to small a degree the MARKS, prevented this coin 
from meeting our MS-65 requirements. If we were just paying attention to STRIKE, we 

probably would have made a mistake and bought the coin as MS-65! 

Let's try one last York. 

1. LUSTER 

Full mint blast! A real frosty effect! A "10" rating. 

2. STRIKE 

Full sharp detail! An easy "10" rating. 

3. MARKS 

A few insignificant marks on the reverse, but the shield is virtually clean. The 

marks on the reverse are not detracting, so I will give this piece a "8.5" rating. 

4. TONING 

The toning is spectacular! Rainbow hues with the "tab marks" from the original 

holder. I rate this piece a "10." 

Since TONING is a factor on this coin we must divide by four! 

LUSTER + STRIKE + MARKS + TONING = TOTAL DIVIDED BY = AVERAGE 

10 10 8.5 10 38.5 4 9.62 

This coin received an average of 9.62! This piece has to be considered an MS-65+! I break 

down the "averages" as follows: 

9.00 - 9.50 = MS-65 9.51 - 9.75 = MS-65+ 9.76 - 10.00 = MS-67 

Obviously, this system also has its flaws. The grading considerations are only as good as 

the grader! However, the real advantage to this system is it gets the "grader" to try to 

understand and consider ALL the aspects of a coin. It allows a collector/investor to 

STUDY numismatics, not just "greysheet" columns! 

WHILE WE ARE ON THE SUBJECT OF GRADING - A WORD ABOUT MAGNIFYING GLASSES. 

Many people will argue with me about this opinion, but you really don't need to use a 

loop to do all your grading! If you have good 20/20 vision, you only need to inspect a 
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coin with a glass for certain reasons. 

Look at a coin WITHOUl a loop when you first start to grade it. If you see something 

unusual, then inspect the area with a loop. If you are looking for a full head, full 

bell, split band, or any of the other commercial money makers, you will also need to use 
a glass. 

The point I am attempting to make is you should not conduct your entire grading procedure 

through a lOx loop! It distorts the reality of grading and limits your perception of the 
coin's natural eye appeal. 

People who grade strictly with lOx and stronger loops are really missing the whole idea 
of numismatics. I feel sorry for them. 

If you need glasses, go see your eye doctor! Don't try to make up for bad eye sight with 
a 30x glass, it is not good for your health in the long run. 

MY GRADING SYSTEM IS NOT THE ANSWER - 

IT'S A METHOD TO HELP YOU UNDERSTAND THE CONCEPT!. 

By using my humble system I hope you will expand your knowledge of numismatics. It helps 

you to look at and consider all the factors of grading. I hope you will find yourself 

comparing coins to each other and increasing your experience if you wish to practice this 

system. The End. 

Now Here's A Composition From Helen & Don. 

We'll Never Know 

by Helen L. & Donald L. Carmody 

All of us who belong to the Society share a mutual interest: U.S. Commemorative Coins. 

Granted that interest may be motivated by many factors - sincere appreciation of the 
unique and, in most cases, beautiful designs of each issue, deep involvement with the 

study of celebrated events in our nation's history, pure satisfaction in accumulating a 

complete set (be it a type set or 144 pieces) of this U.S. Coin series, financial 

incentive that the coins we collect may reap us bountiful returns for our investment, or 

a combination of all these or some not mentioned. 

However, in searching for these coins, we have often had our interest piqued not only by 

the pieces themselves, but also by related documentation or other collectibles associated 

with the persons, places, or things memorialized by commemoratives. 

At a local coin show last February, we were rather dismayed by the lack of quality 

commems offered by the dealers in attendance. While the show was not without some 

benefits (as we enjoyed talking with our friends there), we were disappointed at not 

being able to add even one piece to our inventory. However, in perusing the bourse floor, 

we came upon a dealer who had official admission tickets to the World's Columbian 

Exposition for sale. Rather than leave the show empty-handed (admittedly, we are 

"compulsive buyers"), we decided to purchase the tickets with the thought of putting 

together a complete set. 

Frankly, our knowledge of what actually constituted a complete set was limited. We had 

seen tickets illustrated in Anthony Swiatek's and Walter Breen's ENCYCLOPEDIA 01 UNITED 

STATES SILVER & COLD COMMEMORATIVE COINS 1893-1954, published by Arco Publishing Inc., 

which showed only a selection of the designs. Additionally, throughout the years we had 

seen others in the normal course of our business. In the ensuing months after the show, 

we found further specimens and gained more knowledge with respect to these tickets, i.e., 
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which had stubs and which did not, which appeared more plentiful than others, etc. 

However, not until we had purchased what amounted to four sets of tickets, did we come up 

with one that contained an Employee's Pass No. 5805 made out to Joe Cabbage, a male 

laborer, No. 10, dated October 21, 1891, and signed by the Chief of Construction. We had 

already framed a set which was proudly displayed on our office wall, but it soon made way 

for this final (unless we discover a previously unknown ticket!) set. 

In the course of viewing numerous Columbian Exposition collectibles for sale, we have 

also acquired several medals which appealed to us, one of which was a Barber official 

award medal, and even a large souvenir spoon depicting various scenes from the 

Exposition. 

Since our main concern is with commemoratives themselves, it is easy to drift in thought 

to the persons connected with each souvenir and collectible and wonder whether Joe 

Cabbage or any of the others ever purchased a Columbian Exposition Half Dollar or an 

Isabella Quarter. Were their feelings the same as we experienced in purchasing Olympic 

coins commemorating the 1984 Games? Did they beam with pride at the accomplishments of 

the Exposition as we did while viewing our athletes capture medals for themselves and all 

Americans? One can only wonder.The End. 

Thanks Helen & Don For Sharing Your Love Of Our Hobby! 

Now Here's An Article By Joe Wesp, A Fellow Collector. 

************************************************************************ 
How I Got Started In Commemoratives 

by Joe Wesp 
■it*********************************************************************** 

I have been collecting coins for more than twenty-five years. In that time, I have 

completed all the modern series entirely from circulation finds. This was during a period 

in time when it was not that uncommon to find such coins as the Bust series, Barber 

coinage, and Mercury Dimes in bank rolls. I remember sitting for hours looking through 

bags of pennies for a 1955-S or any early dated Lincoln. I did in fact find the 1938 & 

1938 D and S Jeffersons, 1932 D and S Washingtons and a 1916 Standing Liberty Quarter! It 

was undated, but you could determine its date by studying its variety. 

How many of you remember a product called "Coin Date?" (Editor's note: I think I still 

have a bottle in the basement somewhere, Gee Whiz, that stuff must have an after-life 

similar to Radium-4!) This was an acid substance which when dropped over the date area of 

a Buffalo Nickel would etch out the date and leave an awful looking stain. But let me 

tell you it was a thrill to find a date you needed for your Blue Whitman Album! You 

didn't really care about condition just as long as a new hole got filled. Boy, those were 

the days! I was mighty proud of my old board, and of course, someday I was going to be 

rich when it appreciated in value. 

Then it happened, fortunately or unfortunately depending on your point of view, T matured 

as a numismatist. My Brother, a new wave collector, was visiting me and asked to see my 

collection. I graciously retrieved my album with pride. After reviewing the collection 

for several minutes in silence, he said as gently as he could, "I don't remember these 

coins being so junky." 

Needless to say I was devastated. After all, this "junk" took sometime to put together 

and it had to be worth several times its face value. As it turned out we were both right, 

the coins were "junky" (by the new standards) and the silver at the time was worth 25 

times its face value. 

So about five years ago, on my brother's advice, I sold everything I could and turned it 

into the King of Coins - Silver Dollars! I bought circulated dollars with reckless 
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abandon. I couldn't fiLi the holes fast enough. After all, I was going to get rich 

everyone said so! then it happened, the bottom fell out of silver and dollars began a 

rapid descent. 1 panicked, sold my future riches (at a loss) and became disenchanted with 

dealers, collecting, and the whole state of the coin world in general. It was a tough 
lesson. 

lodav is a New Day, the lessons learned, I am now an avid Commemorative COLLECTOR. Why 

you may ask1 Basically because of my fond memories of the past. My concern is not so 

much becoming wealthy, but to collect examples of some of the most beautiful coins ever 
minted. I took the time to learn how to grade and I have read all I can about the 
series. 

If the appreciation of value of my commemoratives happens, and it will, it will be 

secondary to the enjoyment of owning some of the nicest coins every made. What other 
series offers a different design on each coin? What other series offers the talents of so 

many different and gifted designers? What other series was issued in special holders 
which left to nature, over time have created some of the most beautiful hues ever 

imagined on a coin surface? What other series offers its own individual story about each 
coin? What other series of coins can be collected by similar design themes: ships, 

Indians, eagles, animals, etc.? What other series is being quietly purchased at 

relatively low prices when compared to other series such as Silver Dollars? 

The Answer: U.S. Commemoratives! 

My advise to you as a collector is to read all you can and talk to people who are true 

commemorative specialists. You will be pleased at what you can learn. 1 did and I own 

some of the most beautiful Oregons you could ever want. I have a Bay Bridge which would 

have to be called a "Wonder" and a San Diego whose color could stop a parade on Fifth 

Avenue ! 

These coins should triple in value within the next few years. The problem is they are so 

pretty, I may not want to sell. You see I consider myself a Commemorative Collector! The 

End. 

Joe, thanks for sharing your fun and interesting experiences. 

Although I have never met Joe, I have seen some of his coins and his advice should be 

well heeded. His quest for knowledge has enabled him to obtain a maximum amount of 

enjoyment from collecting and he has acquired some really impressive coins. Thanks for 
the article and keep up the good work! 

<<<<< Report From The Commissioner Department >>>>> 

What Happened At Our Last Meeting!. 

Unfortunately, I was unable to attend our last Society meeting held at the Long Beach 

Show, but do not despair! The ever efficient Helen Carmody was on the scene and she has 

provided me with an in depth report on its proceedings. 

The Society Meeting was held at 11AM on Friday, October 5th. Attendees numbered 40 with 

several individuals coming in after the meeting began. Our President, Anthony Swiatek, 

presided over the meeting and welcomed everyone at 11:05. 

Anthony presented Frank DuVall with a plaque of appreciation for being the primary source 

behind the creation of our Society. As many of you know, Frank has been a tireless worker 
for the education and enlightenment of the Commemorative Series. Although space limits me 

from artfully reproducing the legend on Frank's award, it read: 

"The Society For U.S. Commemorative Coins honors Frank W. DuVall for his outstanding 

efforts in making our Organization a reality. Were it not for you, we would still be just 



a beautiful dream. October 5th, 1984." 

During the meeting Frank discussed a variety of topics relating to our hobby. One of his 

major concerns was the lack of MS-65 merchandise available on today's marketplace as he 

feels this obstacle may cause many investors/collectors to lose their enthusiasm towards 

collecting Commemorative Coins. 

Many of Frank's thoughts were covered in the November 3rd, 1984 issue of the NUMISMATIC 

NEWS and you may wish to review the article for additional information. Frank was kind 

enough to post me an article on his insights, but I am sorry to state there simply isn't 

enough room to accurately include it in this issue. Unfortunately, I have to limit this 

issue to twenty pages, but I'll see what I can do with the issue after the FUN Show. 

««< Now Let's Go To The Video Tape! >»>> 
Introducing The 122nd Cincinnati Set Struck. 

The following is a reproduction of a special issue holder. The first 200 coins struck 

received special handling at each mint and they were forwarded along to the Cincinnati 

Association in envelopes denoting what number coin they were as they came off the press. 

The first set was presented to FDR. The others were sold or given to various political 

hacks and friends of the Association. This reproduction is actual size and the following 
is an explanation: 

1. The obverse of this black holder states, "Cincinnati Musical Center Golden 

Anniversary Commemorative Half Dollars" 

2. The reverse of the holder is adorned with'a notarial seal from Hamilton County, Ohio. 

Its inscription reads, "I hereby certify that the Cincinnati Commemorative half 

dollars in this container were the 122nd coins struck at the Philadelphia, Denver and 

San Francisco mints and were received from the three mints in separate envelopes so 

marked." Signed, "Thomas G. Melish," followed by his title, "President Of The 

Cincinnati Musical Center Commemorative Coin Association." 

Underneath this statement is the Notary's humble confirmation, "Personally appeared 

before me, notary public in and for the County of Hamilton, State of Ohio, Thomas G. 

Melish, personally known to me and known to be the President of the Cincinnati 

Musical Center Commemorative Coin Association, who swore that the above statement is 

true to the best of his knowledge and belief." The holder goes on to provide, "My 

commission expires March 9, 1939" and offers the signature of the Notary Public. The 

penmanship is rather vague, but this chap's last name appears to be "Burke." 

3. While the Philadelphia and San Francisco mint's envelopes are rather drab little 

affairs simply denoting the number "122" with a scrawled mint mark, the Denver mint 

majestically rose to the occasion by printing, "The enclosed coin is No. 122 of the 

first 200 half dollars struck at the Denver Mint for the Cincinnati Music Center 

Commemorative Coin Association" and goes on to state, "Mark A. Skinner, 

Superintendent, (signed) By (penmanship unclear - Dean Something) Acting 

Superintendent. 122 D" 

All in all, I would hazard to guess these sets are quite scarce as I have only 

encountered about seven of them in my travels over the past fourteen years. If any of 

you own any of these sets, I'm sure the members would be interested in finding out about 

it. Who knows, we have 437 members, maybe we own the entire mintage! I know, T know, 

dream on sweet prince. Well, I guess this is it for now: May all your experiences be 

worthy of Commemoration! 
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